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The invention aims at obviating the foregoing disadvantages and to this end consists
in a cable handling apparatus, comprising
first and second drum means axially displaced along and relatively rotatable about 50
a common axis for carrying first and second
flexible cables thereon, pulley carrier means
separating said first and second drum means
and relatively rotatable about said common
axis with respect to said first and second 55
drum means, first and second pulley means
mounted on said pulley carrier means for
guiding the flexible cables along first and
second arcuate paths respectively of different
lengths so that said pulley carrier means 60
moves about said common axis as said
pulley guide cables over said arcuate paths,
the first flexible cable having first and second
points secured to said first and second drum
means respectively and a standing part there- 65
between guidable over said first arcuate path
by said first pulley means, and the second
flexible cable having first and second points
connected to said first and second drum
means respectively and a standing part 70
therebetween guidable over said second
arcuate path by said second pulley means.

Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139,
United States of America, a Corporation
5 organised under the laws of the State of
Massachusetts, United States of America, do
hereby declare the invention, for which we
pray that a patent may be granted to us,
and the method by which it is to be per10 formed, to be particularly described in and
by the following statement:—
The present invention relates in general
to cable handling and more particularly
concerns novel apparatus and techniques
15 for handling cables interconnecting rotating
and fixed components in an X-ray scanner
in a manner that facilitates scanning back
and forth many times while always keeping
the interconnecting cables neatly dressed and
20 free from damaging mechanical strains with
a reliably operating mechanical structure
realtively free from complexity and relatively easy and inexpensive to assemble and
maintain.
25
A typical computer tomography system
for obtaining X-ray cross section images of
a patient includes a rotor assembly carrying
The invention also consists in a method
an X-ray tube and other electro-mechanical
devices. Exchanging electrical signals be- of cable handling which method includes the
30 tween fixed and rotating assemblies presents steps of rotating a first drum, to which
a problem because the moving X-ray tube points on first and second cables are conrequires high d-c potentials at significant nected, in a first sense, to wind the first
current levels, and signals produced on the cable upon and unwind the second cable
rotor assembly for processing by fixed com- from said first drum while simultaneously
35 ponents may be at relatively low levels. The unwinding the first cable from and winding
use of relatively rotating contacts, such as the second cable upon a second stationary
brushes and slip rings, presents problems drum coaxial with the first drum, rotating
because of the potential for arcing at the said first drum in a second sense opposite
high potentials and noise being introduced said first sense to unwind the first cable
40 in low level signal paths. While these pro- from and wind the second cable upon said
blems are overcome by using direct connec- first drum while winding the first cable
tions through cables, there are other pro- upon and unwinding the second cable from
blems in connection with properly dressing said second drum, and guiding the first
the cables during relative movement be- and second cables during winding and unwinding over respective arcuate paths via
45 tween the members.
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respective idler pulleys on a earrier freely
rotatably and coaxially arranged between
the first and second drums.
In a specific form of the invention for
allowing a peak relative angular displacement between the first and second drums of
substantially two revolutions <720°), the diameter of the second pulley means is substantially four times that of the first pulley
means. At one extreme end position the
first cable means is wrapped twice around
the second drum means and once around
the first drum means, and the second cable
means is wrapped twice around the first
drum means and once around the second
drum means so that the relative angular
velocity and displacement between the
pulley carrier means is half that between
the first and second drum means. That is
to say, when the first and second drum
means move relatively two revolutions, the
pulley carrier means moves one revolution
relative to each drum means. The first cable
means may function as a control cable and
the second cable means may comprise the
signal and power
cables,
preferably
assembled inside a loose-fitting flexible tube.

Numerous other features, objects and advantages of the invention will become ap30 parent from the following specification when
read in connection with the accompanying
drawing in which:
FIGS. 1-3 are diagrammatic representations of the invention with the drums un35 wound showing the relative positions among
drums, pulley carrier and cables for one
extreme end relative position, a position
midway between the extreme end positions
and the other extreme end position, respec40 tively; and
FIG. 4 is a simplified pictorial representation of the invention.
With reference now to the drawing, and
more particularly FIGS. 1-3 thereof, there are
45 shown diagrammatic representations of an
embodiment of the invention with the drums
unrolled to best illustrate the principles of
the invention with the drums in one extreme end relative position, a position mid50 way between the extreme end positions and
the other extreme end position, respectively.
The assembly includes a fixed drum 11 and
a rotatable drum 12 separated by a pulley
carrier 13 with a small idler pulley 14 and a
55 large idler pulley 15. Since drums 11 and
12 are shown unrolled to better illustrate the
principles of the invention, it will be understood that lines 16 and 16' of drum 11 and
17 and 17' of drum 12 coincide. A first or
60 control cable 21 is connected at one point
22 to rotating drum 12 and at another point
23 to fixed drum 11 with its standing part
therebetween being guided over a first
arcuate path by small pulley 14. A second
65 or electrical cable 24, typically comprising
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flexible cables for delivering filament and
anode potential to an X-ray tube and cables
for delivering other signals from the rotor
assembly to the fixed assembly in a loosefitting flexible tube, is connected at one 70
point 25 to drum 12 and another point 26
to dram 11. Pulley carrier 13 separates
drums 11 and 12 and is free to rotate about
the axis common to drums 11 and 12 and
pulley carrier 13.
75
The details of the specific means for
mounting the drums, pulley carrier and
pulleys are well-known in the art, not a
part of the invention and omitted here to
avoid obscuring the principles of the in- 80
vention. Details of specific connections to
components on the rotor assembly and fixed
components are also omitted for the same
reason.
Having described the physical arrange- 85
ment of the invention, the principles of
operation will now b e described. FIG. 1
shows the system components of the invention with drum 12 at an extreme clockwise
end position as viewed from the top of the 90
assembly. In that position almost three
turns of control cable 21 are wrapped clockwise about drum 12, and less than one turn
is wrapped counterclockwise about drum
11. Less than one turn of electrical cable 95
24 is wrapped counterclockwise about drum
12 and almost three turns are wrapped
clockwise about dram 11.
As dram 12 rotates counterclockwise one
revolution, the assembly assumes the rela- 100
tive position shown in FIG. 2 with one
turn wound upon and unwound from drums
12 and 11, respectively, of cable 24 and
drums 11 and 12, respectively, of cable 26,
and pulley carrier 13 advanced half a revo- 105
lution counterclockwise about the common
axis. This relative position is shown in
FIG. 2.
As drum 12 rotates counterclockwise another revolution to the other extreme end 110
posiiton shown in FIG. 3 control cable 21
has unwound from drum 12 so that a turn
remains there while winding an additional
turn on drum 11 so that there are then two
turns of cable 21 on drum 11 wound 115
counterclockwise from point 13. Electrical
cable 24 has then two turns wound clockwise about drum 12 from end 25 and only
one turn on drum 11 wound clockwise from
end 26. Pulley carrier 13 has been ad- 120
vaneed one revolution counterclockwise
about the common axis. Control cable 21
functions to maintain tension in the system
and to pull pulley carrier 13 in the clockwise direction when returning the drums to 125
the initial extreme clockwise end position of
FIG. 1.
For the specific system just described, the
diameter of large pulley 15 is substantially
four times that of small pulley 14 with the 130
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diameter of drums 11 and 12 being substantially the same.
It is within the principles of the invention
to those other ratios of pulley diameters
5 advantageous for specific applications.
Referring to FIG. 4, there is shown a
simplified pictorial representation of the invention with drums 11 and 12 and pulley
carrier 13 shown in substantially the relative
10 position of FIG. 2. Large and small pulleys
15 and 14 are of diameter greater than the
width of pulley carrier 13 and function to
guide cable 24 so that it resides on the
portions of drums 11 and 12 furthest from
15 pulley carrier 13 while cable 21 is stored
on the portions of drum 11 and 12 near
pulley carrier 13. Drum 12 is typically in
fixed relationship with the rotor assembly
of an X-ray tomographic scanner and cable
20 24 includes high voltage cables for connection to the X-ray tube carried by the rotor
and one or more signal cables connected t o
electromechanical devices on the rotor
assembly. The other end of cable 24 is
25 connected to the high voltage power supply
and amplifiers or other circuits associated
with the fixed assembly. While a specific
embodiment of the invention is used in a
tomographic X-ray scanner to control the
30 winding and unwinding of about 25 feet
of cable, the invention is also useful where
it is desired to exchange electrical energy
or fluids between relatively rotating members, such as a rotating antenna for ex35 changing energy between the rotating antenna and a receiver and/or transmitter.
Furthermore, while the exemplary embodiment uses only one of the two cables for
exchanging electrical energy between the
40 relatively rotating assemblies, it is within
the princples of the invention to use either
or both cables for exchanging electrical
energy or fluids. It is also within the principles of the invention to use drums of
45 different size and different orientation.
There has been described novel apparatus
and techniques for dressing cables interconnecting a rotor assembly with stationary
equipment with negligible mechanical strain
50 on the cable in a manner that facilitates
winding and unwinding over many cycles
reliably with a compact mechanical package
that is relatively easy and inexpensive t o
install and maintain. It is evident that those
55 skilled in the art may now make numerous
uses and modifications of and 'departures
from the specific embodiments described
herein without departing from the inventive
concepts. Consequently, the invention is
60 to be construed as embracing each and every
novel combination of features present in or
possessed by the apparatus and techniques
herein disclosed and limited solely by the
scope of the appended claims.

W H A T W E C L A I M IS:—
1. A cable handling apparatus, comprising first and second drum means axially
displaced along and relatively, rotatable
about a common axis for carrying first and
second flexible cables thereon, pulley carrier
means separating said first and second drum
means and relatively rotatable about said
common axis with respect t o said first and
second drum means, first and second pulley
means mounted on said pulley carrier means
for guiding the flexible cables along first
and second arcuate paths respectively of
different lengths so that said pulley carrier
means move about said common axis as
said pulley guide cables over said arcuate
paths, the first flexible cable having first
and second points secured to said first and
second drum means respectively and a
standing part therebetween guidable over
said first arcuate path by said first pulley
means, and the second flexible cable having
first and second points connected t o said
first and second drum means respectively
and a standing part therebetween guidable
over said second arcuate path by said second
pulley means.
2. Cable handling apparatus as claimed
in claim 1, wherein said first and second
arcuate paths are angularly spaced about
said common axis with the arcuate paths
opening in opposite directions so that upon
relative angular displacement between said
first and second drums said first cable unwinds from one of said drums and winds
on the other while said second cable unwinds on said one drum and winds on said
other.
3. Cable handling apparatus as claimed
in claim 2, wherein said first and second
cables are wound in opposite sense about
said first and second drums.
4. Cable handling apparatus as claimed
in any preceding claim, and further comprising means for winding said first cable
on near portions of said first and second
drum means adjacent to said pulley carrier
means and means for winding said second
cable upon far portions of said first and
second dram means spaced from said
pulley carrier means by said near portions.
5. A method of cable handling which
method includes the steps of rotating a
first drum, to which points on first and
second cables are connected, in a first sense,
to wind the first cable upon and unwind the
second cable from said first drum while
simultaneously unwinding the first cable
from and winding the second cable upon a
second stationary drum coaxial with the
first drum, rotating said first drum in a
second sense opposite said first sense t o unwind the first cable from and wind the
second cable upon said first drum while
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winding the first cable upon and unwinding
7. A cable handling apparatus substanthe second cable from said second drum, tially as hereinbefore described with refer- 15
and guiding the first and second cable ence to and as shown in the accompanying
during winding and unwinding over re- drawings.
5 spective arcuate paths via respective idler
8. A method of cable handling substanpulleys on a carrier freely rotatably and tially as herein described.
coaxially arranged between the first and
second drums.
V E N N E R , SHIPLEY & CO.,
6. A method of cable handling in
Chartered Patent Agents,
10 accordance with claim 5 and further inRugby Chambers,
cluding the step of winding said first and
2, Rugby Street,
second cables in. opposite directions about
London, W C J N 3QU.
each of said drums.
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